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IN THE KNOW
> On October 13, IABC/Toronto joined communicators around the
globe to celebrate International Plain Language Day—a day to help
people understand and use plain language principles. Using clear,
concise and simple language is how strong communicators make a
greater impact. Being universally understood allows listeners to
quickly understand and respond to information.

The Best of Show webinar series is a global virtual learning
experience that takes highly rated sessions from the World
Conference and brings them directly to you.
Choose from five outstanding webinar sessions – or
get a 25 per cent discount when you sign up for all five.
2015 World Conference attendees get a 50 per cent discount.

This important day for communicators was celebrated
internationally with events, presentations and group gatherings.
IABC/Toronto hosted a nation-wide Twitter chat using
#talkplain2015. In case you missed it, feel free to contact
toronto-marketing@iabc.to for the discussion's summary.
> The Communication Management Professionals (CMP)
certification, the new global standard for Communication
professionals, is drawing near.
The CMP certification is aimed at the generalist/specialist level
and is designed around ISO (17024), an international standard
for professional certifications. This board year, 11 CMP exams
will take place around the world. Toronto is one of four cities
selected to offer the exam in October. With great honour,
IABC/Toronto will be hosting the CMP certification exam.
For more information or to apply, visit IABC.com
gccc@iabc.com .

Use reference code "BOSCHAPTERS" and select “IABC/Toronto”
as your chapter while registering for webinars in the series.
Gain valuable insights from some of the best presentations
at the conference and preview the kind of high-quality learning
you can expect at the 2016 event in New Orleans.
Learn more .
> Did you know IABC/Toronto has a new Instagram account?
Check it out! And don’t forget to follow the chapter on Twitter
– @IABCtoronto. In addition to some fun images, there is news
and updates about upcoming, workshops, awards, tweet
chats and more.
And speaking of tweet chats (#IABCTOchat), they are moving
to every second Tuesday night from 8 to 9 p.m. They are a fun,
interactive way for engaged and informed communicators to
share thoughts on issues and trends relevant to the profession.
We hope you'll join us.

or email

> Did you miss the 2015 IABC World Conference? Wish you could
replay a favourite session? The elite among IABC conference
presenters are prepared to share their new ideas, best practices
and innovative thinking with a global audience of thousands.
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While January 1 is the official start to the year, it’s never felt like anything other than the day after
the night before. September, however, has always felt like the start of something new — between
the kids going back to school, the start of a new TV season, and many organizations kicking off
programs and activities after a summer break. And IABC/Toronto is no exception. Much of what
you’ve come to expect from your association is back for another year including our ever-popular
mentorship program (there’s still time to register), great professional development and networking
events, Communicator and of course, our highly-anticipated OVATION award program (watch for
more details on this later this fall).
What is new this year is how we’re getting things done. Probably most significant is the change to the
leadership structure of the chapter. We now have a two-part leadership team made up of our board
of directors and a management committee of about a dozen senior directors.
There are multiple reasons for the structure change. First, we now have a group of senior leaders dedicated
to executing the programs and communications that are the bread and butter of our organization. This
allows our board to focus on more strategic issues, such as how to integrate new initiatives developed at
the international level into our chapter programs. And, do this in a way that allows us to grow and support
every segment of our membership. Second, it allows us to spread the workload among a larger group of
engaged, talented senior volunteers. Third, and closely connected to the second, it allows us to develop
a better succession plan for the chapter. We’re almost a quarter of the way through our board year and
to date this new structure seems to be working well—in large part because of our terrific and motivated
board and management committee members.
The other significant change is our new association management company—Toronto Corporate Services,
or T•OCS for short. T•OCS provides a wide range of administrative and other support to the chapter and
also brings us a wealth of knowledge and expertise gained over many years supporting associations like
ours. Make sure to say hello to our account managers Leya and Yemi if you contact the office by phone
or email. I know they are enjoying meeting and getting to know our great members.
And now I have an ask of each and every one of you. It's pretty simple. Get involved in IABC/Toronto in
whatever way appeals to you. Check out an upcoming professional development or networking event,
consider becoming a Communication Management Professional, participate in a tweet chat or check out
a new job opportunity on CareerLine. And just as importantly, keep telling us what you need and want
from your association. Contact any member of the board or management committee or email me directly
at Toronto-president@iabc.to and share your thoughts.
Thank you for your ongoing support of IABC. We hope you continue to find great value in being part
of this one-of-a-kind global communications association.

Suzanna Cohen, ABC
President,
IABC/Toronto
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EDITOR’S MESSAGE

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
Welcome to the first issue of Communicator for the 2015/2016
IABC/Toronto board year. I am pleased to be Managing Editor
for a third year and I extend gratitude to my friend and colleague
Lisa Goller for sharing this role with me on alternating editions.

We welcome your thoughts, suggestions and/or questions at:
toronto-membercomm@iabc.to . After all, we are here because
of you. So escape for a while with a warm cup of tea, or whatever
it is you fancy and enjoy your time up close with IABC/Toronto.

Although there are many changes at IABC/Toronto this year
(including new international branding being phased in this year),
new and returning members can look forward to consistent
valuable member resources and engagement: IABC/Toronto’s
CareerLine, Communicator, #IABCTOchat’s held bi-weekly on
Tuesday’s from 8-9 p.m. ET, the ever popular e-Lert (member
newsletter) delivered right to your inbox, special discounts
at workshops, seminars and conferences, professional
development, volunteer opportunities and more.

Best Regards,
Crystal Hopkins
Managing Editor

ABOUT

The theme for this issue of Communicator is the hot topic of
Content Marketing. You’ll hear from IABC/Toronto members
about five essentials for B2B content marketing; creating
better video content; podcasts for content marketing; content
marketing as its own department; being a content marketer as
an independent; a personal approach to content marketing; the
regular book review; and the ever-popular Proust Questionnaire.

CRYSTAL HOPKINS
Crystal is an honours graduate from Humber College’s PR
Advanced Diploma program. She’s a nine-year member and
editor at IABC/Toronto. Follow her flying through hoops in
motherhood, green living and the world of communications
@CrystalDHopkins.
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5 ESSENTIALS

FEATURE

ALL YOUR

FOR

B2B CONTENT

MARKETING

Business-to-business (B2B) communications have
changed. Today the B2B buying process is longer —
and, amid all the digital clutter, attention spans are
shorter. B2B decision makers are busier than ever.
Far too often, B2B content misses the mark
because the message focuses on the seller rather
than the buyer’s needs. Luckily, easy solutions exist.
To cut through the clutter, communicate effectively and
engage B2B decision makers, your content must anticipate
and answer the questions that are really on their minds.

ABOUT

LISA GOLLER
Lisa Goller helps businesses tell their story. As a Toronto-based
strategic freelance writer and editor, she helps time-starved
executives and entrepreneurs stand out, look good and save
time through irresistible content marketing. Learn more at
lisagoller.com .

After working in corporate communications for 15 years, I’ve
identified key things that busy B2B readers really want to know.
How to create gripping B2B content
Build brand trust—and generate more sales leads—by proactively answering the following five questions
in every B2B content marketing piece you create:

1

So what?
Share how your message is relevant to your audience’s needs so they pay attention. Specifically,
how will your ideas impact their business or make their life easier? What problem do you solve?

2

Why should I listen to you?
Establish your credibility and value up front to encourage your audience to continue reading your message.
State how your individual experience or company’s expertise makes your ideas meaningful for your audience.

3

What’s in it for me?
This one’s huge. State the benefits your audience will gain from making time to absorb your message. Do you
save them time, money or effort? Do you make them more profitable or efficient? Include specific, compelling
business benefits to make your audience more willing to take action.

5

What do I need to do?
Include a clear, concise call to action. Be specific when telling your audience what action you need them to
take, such as subscribe, contact us or download now.

5

Why now?
To motivate your audience to act, include a deadline—even if it’s arbitrary. People will respond more promptly
if you give them a time limit. Timeliness is particularly important if your audience includes editors or journalists,
as the media thrives on new information.
Use these content marketing tips to connect with and engage your ideal B2B customers. Also, since
B2B readers are still human, use this final question as your ultimate litmus test for content marketing
effectiveness: Would I want to read this?
TOP

THE X-PERIENCED FILES

FOUR TIPS FOR CREATING
BETTER VIDEO CONTENT
With the boom of content marketing, many organizations are struggling to
provide their customers with nourishing content—at a time when people
have more choices than ever. Microsoft recently revealed that Canadians
have attention spans of eight seconds —that’s one second less than a
goldfish. Clearly the need to create compelling content is crucial. Video
can be a powerful platform to both capture your audience’s attention
and deliver your brand message in a memorable way.
Why consider integrating video content? Dr. James McQuivey of Forrester Research
believes that if a picture is worth a thousand words, then "a minute of video is
worth 1.8 million words." And video consumption in Canada continues to increase.
Assuming video is the right channel for your audience, here are four tips that will
help you start producing higher-impact video.
Plan your approach
Try following the outline of an IABC Gold Quill submission to ensure you’re
thinking strategically and focusing on S.M.A.R.T. objectives and outcomes, not just
outputs such as views. This time investment up front will also help you formalize
an approach to selling the idea to your peers and executive team.
It’s not only about visuals
Yes, proper lighting and the value of visual communication is important—in part
because our brains decode graphics 60,000 times faster than text. But, it’s a
balance. Don’t forget about the importance of sound and how it can be used to
influence mood or capture the audience’s attention. If you’re in doubt, just listen
to a movie score in the dark. As you write your storyboard, envision how music
can enhance the experience and help drive home your key messages.
Cut costs, not production quality
Even a mid-range digital SLR camera with quality lenses can capture great footage
(we’re partial to Nikon and Canon brands). If investing a few thousand is too rich for
your budget, pairing a mobile phone with Apps such as Twitter’s Vine, Periscope or
Instagram may do the trick. To enhance the quality of mobile-made video, ensure a
clutter-free background, pay special attention to lighting and plug in a separate mic
to your mobile device or capture the sound separately and mix it in when editing.
In addition to making video production simple, these apps also bake in select
distribution channels. But it’s important to remember that if you can’t use the
tool effectively, it doesn’t matter what hardware you buy.
Be found, be shareable
You’ll only derive value from your video if people watch it. Be aware of the best
practices for sharing on different social platforms. For example, if you’re hosting
your video on YouTube, don’t simply embed the link into Facebook. Upload the
native video to Facebook again and you’ll benefit from a superior sharing algorithm.
And if your video is hosted on your website, don’t forget to use a responsive video
player that will automatically adjust to the size of the screen regardless if it is a
mobile device or a desktop monitor. When uploading the video, give your SEO a
boost by using key search terms and tags, creating a compelling title, writing
a thorough description, transcribing the video and allowing others to embed
your video.
These tips should get you moving in the right direction. Please share your secrets
for video success on the IABC/Toronto blog CommVERSATIONS .

ABOUT

CYRUS
MAVALWALA
Founding Partner of Advantis Communications ,
Cyrus Mavalwala, ABC, lives at the intersection of business
and communication. To discuss a video project or video
training for your team, contact Cyrus at
cyrus@advantiscomm.com or 416-848-1885.
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CONTENT MARKETING:

NIX THE NOISE

Every company is in its own phase of content marketing; at different stages
of strategy makeup, integration and refinement. But the ultimate goal is the
same — to create compelling and relevant content that educates, engages
and delivers the essence of their brand to drive sales.
Amidst the cacophony of content (print, digital, social media, podcasts, videos
and infographics to name a few), how do you nix the noise and break through
the barrage of messages? Here are six ways to make it happen:
Make it compelling
It’s a bit of an oxymoron to say that good content marketing should be
comprised of great design. But anything that adds eye-catching appeal will
draw your audience in. Also, create consistent messaging that’s customerfriendly and tells your story regardless of the chosen medium. Humanize
your content to create a connection.
 oca-Cola has done a fabulous job of pairing compelling messaging
C
with exceptional design. Their Unbottled blog is just that—a look at
the company and its employees behind the Coke bottles. They offer
the unexpected; an authentic connection to the brand and employees.
Similarly, the Disney Parks blog gives a behind-the-scenes glimpse into
their parks and favourite cast members by sharing their magic with posts
like “Making of the 140-Disney-Character Ultimate Tweet ” and
“The Magic Behind Merchandise: Creating Elsa’s ‘Frozen’ Dress .”
Get interactive
Give your audience a chance to interact. It’s not just a one-way message dump.
Ask questions, offer choices, post quizzes, videos and opportunities for feedback.
Allow the consumer to experience your brand, which sends the message that
you care about their thoughts and opinions.
Think like your customers
To provide relevant and engaging content that will be shared, identify what
your customers are looking for. What questions do they have? What do they
want you to solve for them? Educate and entertain them, so they’ll view you
as a valuable resource and partner.
Get the balance right
Customers are expecting you to communicate through a variety
of media. But the key is to find out what resonates with them
Consumers may be visiting your website and reading your blog,
but some of them may still treasure good old-fashioned print. So, don’t try
to dominate every possible medium. It’s more important to develop great
content that will be remembered and shared.
 e a copycat
B
Your health food store’s latest magazine is flying off the point-of-sale display,
brimming with the newest products, recipes and industry expert articles. So,
think about how to leverage all of that great content. Turn it into blog articles,
tweets and even online videos. Share those recipes on Pinterest. How many
times have we heard that we don’t have enough content? It’s there. Just
position it for different media.
Share and share alike
You can create compelling content with jaw-dropping visuals, but make sure
your content can be shared on social platforms. Don’t frustrate consumers
by making your sharing options hard to find. Where’s the Pin It button??

A breakthrough strategy means finding that sweet spot of value-added content
that is customer-focused, engaging, visual, consistent, and shareable. That’s
when the magic happens and you’ll break through the noise.

ABOUT

RACHEL BALDACCHINO
Rachel Baldacchino has more than 15 years of experience as a professional
writer, creating copy for a variety of vehicles from brochures and
newsletters to online, blog posts, internal communications and
executive presentations. She currently works at Allstate Insurance.
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